Under Republic Act No. 10657, also known as the Chemistry Profession Act, it states, to wit: Section 22. Ratings in the Licensure Examination. – The Board and the Commission shall issue a Certificate of Registration if the examinee attains the following ratings: (a) Examination for Chemist: The examinee must obtain a general average of at least seventy percent (70%), and no rating less than fifty (50%) in any subject. Provided, however, that if the examinee passes any two (2) subjects, the examinee shall automatically qualify as a chemical technician: XXXX.

In the October 2017 Board Licensure Examination for Chemists, the following examinees obtained passing scores in at least two (2) of the subjects therein:

1. ACEVEDO, MARIA AIZA FERNANDEZ
2. ACTUB, MAE THERESE PALAHANG
3. AGUSTIN, LARA JEAN GARCIA
4. ALBARICO, GENESIS CAPANGPANGAN
5. ALIAZAS, CARMELA ARIANE DIAZ
6. ALINAPON, CRESIDA VERGARA
7. ARIAS, CHERRY JANE CARPESANO
8. BARRE, ATHEENA CAMMARA TARRO
9. COMIA, MARK DANIEL PINERA
10. COO, MARY EDEST DUMAPLIN
11. CORONADO, MARIA FE LOURDES PALOMARES
12. CRESTA, ROBERT GLENN ALVARICO
13. DAGONDON, JOVELYN BITUN
14. DÁVILA, RONNETTE ANNE EMPIO
15. DE LA CRUZ, WILYN JOY ARON
16. DIOPOL, GARRY ACOSTA
17. DIPUTADO, RACHEL ZIONESS ORCULLO
18. DOYDORA, NIÑO NICOLAI SALE
19. ESPINOSA, AIZA SILVERIO
20. FERRERAS, ERA ABAD
21. GABIA, JAHARA MAE MARFE
22. GALAS, HAZEL JOY GALLENO
23. GARCIA, JIRAH SANTELICES
24. GLORY, JUVYLYN ROMEA
25. GRUSPE, DIANA BENELYN DE SILVA
26. GUYAB, JIM PAULINE CRUZ
27. HAGUISAN, JUN OZBERT MARMOLEJO
28. HANDUGAN, DJ NOEL QUINLOG
29. IBARRETA, JESSECA MARIE NAZ
30. JONTILLANO, MA MARISSE DELA PEÑA
31. JUMAANI, MARDIYA SARAIL
32. KATADA, JUN ANN JUMALON
33. KU, GWENNIE ANN YU
34. LACADIN, MARIEL BALA
35. LASOLA, BENJAMIN JR. AHARI
36. LEYSA, MARIELLE AVANZADO
37. LUCENA, MA ANGELICA LNAO
38. MAAGHOP, GRACE ALMADIN
39. MAKIL, NICOLA SAI PEÑA-REYES
40. MALUYA, ARIAN GRACE
41. MANGUBAT, JAN FRITZIE CONTRIDAS
42. MARASIGAN, EUSEBIA CHRISSEVI MESIA
43. MAZO, ENRICO EMMANUEL MORATILLO
44. MEDINA, ENRICO DELoS REYES
45. NACIDO, JESSA LOPEZ
46. NAMOK, REYMARK GOCELA
47. NAMORO, KRISTENE MAYORES
48. OBLILLO, KAREN MAE ACAIN
49. PAJIMNA, CZAR FLORINA
50. PALOMARES, SHANNEN LOUISSE DAVID
51. PATAGOC, JOHN PAOLO DIVINAGRACIA
52. PEREZ, DIANNE KRISTINE ARELLANO
53. PIANG, MURSHED CADI
54. PILAPIL, JEAN DIANE ROSE TUHABAN
55. POLI, NORDJAMELAH SHIEKLOKUS
56. REAL, MARY JOY SESE
57. RIODEQUE, JOCEL RUIZO
58. ROSLINDA, MARIA LOURDES LASCO
59. SALUTAN, GENEVA LOUISE HELICAME
60. SUBIDA, RENZ JONNAR DIAZ
61. SUMAGANG, JOVELYN LAGUNA
62. TALABONG, JAMIE ANNE FRANCES ADRENEDA
63. TERAN, MARK PORTILLANO
64. UGAY, GLENN DAHAN
65. UMPA, RUFFAI DAH LUMAMBAS
66. VASALLO, MAE ZERRUDO
67. VILLANO, RONALYN PINEDA
68. VILLAR, PAOLO GIO ALFONSO
69. YBANZ, KLINNEY ANNE ESTENZO

XXX NOTHING FOLLOWS XXX

Having found that the foregoing individuals have satisfied the condition provided for in the law to automatically qualify as chemical technicians, it is hereby RESOLVED to allow their registration as such. Subject to the approval hereof by the Commission and payment of the required fees, let their Certificates of Registration and Professional Identification Cards be issued accordingly.

Done in the City of Manila, this 7th day of November, 2017.
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